SUPPLIES

Miracles & Milestones by Katie Pertiet Designer Cardstock
Springtime Stackable Stickers by Lauren Hinds
Snow White Solid Core Cardstock
Butterfly Paper Punch
Antique Floral Designer Cartridge
Pearls & Brads Goodie Box
Black Micron Pen
Foam Mounting Squares
Mini Adhesive Dots
Precision Point 2 Way Glue Pen
Multi-purpose Tool

INSTRUCTIONS

Duckling & Eggs Easter Card
1. Cut 5 ½” x 8 ½” piece from Snow White cardstock; fold in half for card base.
2. Cut 4 ¼” x 5 ½” piece from Teal Linen Designer Cardstock; adhere to card base.
3. Punch Antique Floral border on Tan Linen Designer Cardstock. Trim 5 ½” long piece, fold ¼” over card edge to back and adhere. Note: save remaining piece for next card.
4. Trim multi-color plaid sticker strip to 5 ½”; attach approximately ⅛” from edge on border.
5. Using foam squares, adhere duckling circle sticker to lower right corner of card. Attach yellow/orange stripe and pink eggs on sides of duckling sticker.
6. Write Happy Easter with Micron pen on teal banner sticker; attach to bottom of duckling sticker (use foam squares on each end to attach to card front). Use Mini Adhesive Dots to adhere two small teal pearls to banner sticker.

Happy Joyful Easter Card
1. Cut 5 ½” x 8 ½” piece from Snow White cardstock; fold in half for card base.
2. Cut 4” x 5 ¼” piece from Snow White cardstock. Score using Multi-purpose tool on diagonal, leaving top 1 ½” unscored. Using Foam Squares, adhere to card base.
3. Cut ¾” x 3 ½” piece from white with teal flower Designer Cardstock; notch end to create banner/flag. Adhere approximately ¼” from top of scored piece.
4. Cut 1” x 3 ⅝” piece from tan floral Designer Cardstock; notch end to create banner/flag. Cut 3 ½” piece from punched Tan Linen Designer Cardstock; adhere to back of tan floral piece. Using Foam Squares, adhere tan floral piece approximately ¼” from top of white with teal flower piece.
5. Cut notched end from Happy and Joyful sticker; attach to yellow banner sticker. Use Foam Squares to adhere approximately 1” from right edge.
6. Trim small cross from tan cross Designer Cardstock. Adhere to end of yellow banner sticker. Use Foam Squares (cut into small pieces) to adhere cross’ points to card.

7. Using Foam Squares, adhere two yellow flower stickers above and below banner piece. Attach one yellow flower to right of cross.

8. Using Mini Adhesive Dots, adhere three small white pearls below banner piece.

Butterfly Easter Card

1. Cut 5½” x 8½” piece from gold with butterflies Designer Cardstock. Score 3” from left edge; fold for card base.

2. Punch six Butterflies from coordinating paper (we used Teal Linen, white with teal flowers, gold with white lace, Gold linen, tan with white dots, and teal with gold and white stripes). Score three butterflies (those that will be on top) along body; fold wings up. Using Precision Point Glue Pen, adhere three butterflies to remaining three (apply adhesive to body and antennae).

3. Attach Hooray it’s Easter Day banner sticker to wood banner sticker; attach approximately 1” from bottom of card front (use cornstarch or baby powder to remove stickiness from portion that hangs off card front).

4. Adhere three butterflies as shown. Using Mini Adhesive Dots, adhere small pearl to each butterfly below antennae.

SAMPLE